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Alongside gold, silver has staged a rally late in 2018, gaining just over 10% in the

month of December 2018. Silver’s close correlation with gold (around 80%) helps explain

the sharp movement. As we discussed in Gold Outlook 2019 volatility in cyclical asset

markets helped defensive assets like gold as investors sought refuge in a safe haven

asset. We expect silver to rise to US$16.6/oz by Q3 2019, before easing to US$16.3/oz at

the end of the year from US$15.7/oz at the time of writing (07/01/2019). Silver’s gain

is likely to be less impressive than gold because manufacturing activity is slowing, and

mining activity is likely to start increasing the supply of silver.

 

Figure 1: Silver price forecastFigure 1: Silver price forecast

 

Source: WisdomTree, Bloomberg Historical Data, data available as of close 31 December 2018.

Forecasts are not an indicator of future performance and any investments areForecasts are not an indicator of future performance and any investments are

subject to risks and uncertainties.subject to risks and uncertainties.

 

ApproachApproach

 

To formulate our forecasts, we utilise the framework outlined in Silver outlook:

Searching for a silver lining. In contrast to gold, silver has many traits of an

industrial metal, with more than 50% of its use in industrial applications. Supply and

demand for physical silver matter more for silver, whereas gold prices tend to be driven
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more by monetary factors such as Treasury yields, exchange rates and inflation.

 

Demand for silver could be weighed by decelerating manufacturing growthDemand for silver could be weighed by decelerating manufacturing growth

 

Global manufacturing Purchasing Managers Indices (PMIs) peaked in early 2018. We expect

PMIs to continue to decline in 2019, although avoid falling below the 50 demarcation

between expansion and contraction. However, deceleration in manufacturing activity is

likely to slow demand for silver.

 

Figure 2: Global manufacturing PMIsFigure 2: Global manufacturing PMIs

 

Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree, data available as of close 31 December 2018.

Forecasts are not an indicator of future performance and any investments areForecasts are not an indicator of future performance and any investments are

subject to risks and uncertainties. subject to risks and uncertainties. 

 

Mining activity could rise as capital investment has been recoveringMining activity could rise as capital investment has been recovering

 

With mining capital expenditure (capex) having recovered in 2018 after a prolonged

period of restraint, we could start to see supply of silver increase as more metal comes

out of the ground. Most silver comes as a by-product of mining for other metals. So, the

fact that silver looked cheap relative to gold for the last few years, did not mean that

miners would restrain from mining the metal.

 

Figure 3: Top 100 miners capital expenditure growthFigure 3: Top 100 miners capital expenditure growth
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Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree, data available as of close 03 January 2019.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value. investments may go down in value. 

 

Silver in a supply surplusSilver in a supply surplus

 

The latest revision of data from the Silver Institute places silver in a supply surplus

in both 2017 and 2018. In World Silver Survey 2018, published in H1 2018, the Silver

Institute indicated that the silver market was in a deficit in 2017. The facts that they

revised the deficit into a surplus and increased the surplus in 2018, indicates an

overhang for the metal.

 

Figure 4: Physical silver supply-demand balanceFigure 4: Physical silver supply-demand balance

 

Source: GFMS Thomson Reuters, Silver Institute, WisdomTree, data available as of close 31 December 2018.

Forecasts are not an indicator of future performance and any investments areForecasts are not an indicator of future performance and any investments are

subject to risks and uncertainties. subject to risks and uncertainties. 
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Rising exchange inventory also indicates strong metal availabilityRising exchange inventory also indicates strong metal availability

 

Although most of the gains in silver inventory are in the form of eligible COMEX

inventory (i.e. meets exchange’s requirements but has not been pledged as collateral

against a futures market transaction) as opposed to registered COMEX inventory (i.e.

meets requirements and has been pledged as collateral for futures market transactions),

both have been rising. The trends indicate that there is ample metal availability.

 

Figure 5: COMEX silver inventoryFigure 5: COMEX silver inventory

 

Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree, data available as of close 31 December 2018.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value. investments may go down in value. 

  

Relatively cheap, possibly for a reasonRelatively cheap, possibly for a reason

 

The gold-to-silver ratio points to silver being cheap relative to gold, with the ratio

over 1 standard deviation above its historic norm. However, with recent gains in silver,

that gap is moderating. We believe that gold is likely to outshine silver as a pure

defensive asset that does not have the same exposure to the industrial cycle.

 

Figure 6: Gold to silver ratioFigure 6: Gold to silver ratio
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Source: Bloomberg, WisdomTree, data available as of close 31 December 2018.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value. investments may go down in value. 

 

Related blogsRelated blogs

+ Silver: set for a rebound?

+ Silver outlook: Searching for a silver lining

Related productsRelated products

 

+ ETFS Physical Silver

+ ETFS Silver

View the online version of this article here.
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and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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